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Ex. 3a 

Your own answers. 

 

Ex. 3b 

1. f        2. h       3. b             4. d         5. e         6. g         7. a         8. c 

 

Workbook 

Page 83 Grammar 

Ex. 1 

You know a lot about IT and I need your advice! I’m thinking of buying a new laptop for my mum’s 

birthday. The Oold one she’s using is really out of date. It’s the one I had when I was at school. 

When I went to university I got a new laptop from my parents and I gave the other one to Mum. 

I’m not sure what to get her. Liam’s got a tablet and he likes it a lot. Do you think laptops or 

tablets are better? And do you think it’s a good idea to buy it myself or go round the shops with 

Mum so that she can choose the one she wants? Let me know what you think.  

Love, Maggie x  

 

Ex. 2 

1. The interviewer asked me a lot of questions, none of which I could answer.  

2. It may be difficult to read my handwriting, in which case do call me.  

3. That’s the e-reader which I bought for £50 second-hand/for which I paid £50 second-hand.  

4. Peter, with whom I used to go to school, is now a famous football player.  

5. The supermarket in which I worked has now closed down/which I worked in has now closed down.  

 

Ex. 3 

1. I overheard Sarah to say say/saying that she’s going to London next weekend.  

2. Mr Brown is the man for who whom I used to work.  

3. I think I’ll study the a course in engineering when I go to university.  

4. Mark’s face was red because he has had been running for a long time.  

5. (correct)  

6. Watching Watched by her teammates, Lucy scored a goal just before the end of the match. 

 

Page 83 Vocabulary 

Ex. 1 

1. enrol   2. serve   3. inspire   4. hold   5. insight 

 

Ex. 2 

1. embarking, gain   2. weigh   3. overcome   4. stand, take, voice, speak 

 

Ex. 3 

1. B    2. A    3. B    4. C    

5. A    6. C    7. C    8. B 


